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Abstrat

We present a brief summary of the �ndings from the projet Numerial

Modelling of the Propagation Environment in the Atmospheri Boundary

Layer of Littoral Areas.
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1 Introdution

This projet is onerned with assessing the apability of mesosale numer-

ial models for prediting the propagation environment in oastal areas.

Phase 1 overed the testing of a non-hydrostati, numerial model in ide-

alized and realisti situations (Li and Atkinson, 1997a,b, 1998a,b). The

realisti ases (Li and Atkinson, 1998b) were run to simulate onditions

in the Persian Gulf in a period when airraft observations had been taken

(Brooks et al., 1997, 1999; Brooks and Rogers, 2000). The results were

enouraging and showed that the model was apable of apturing the es-

sential features of the propagation environment. A marine boundary layer

(MBL) over the Gulf was well simulated in both its depth and the gradients

of temperature, humidity and refrativity therein. In addition to the im-

portant vertial gradients at the top of the MBL, well-developed sea-breeze

irulations were found whih exhibited a strong horizontal gradient at the

boundary between sea and land air. It is tempting to all this gradient the

sea-breeze front (SBF), but are in nomenlature is required here as observa-

tions of suh fronts show them to be hundreds of metres, rather than several

kilometres, wide.

In the light of the results from Phase 1, it was deided to pursue several

aspets of the projet in greater detail (Atkinson, 1999). The reports pro-

dued during Phase 2 (Plant and Atkinson, 1999, 2000a,b,) have disussed

the e�ets of grid resolution (1999), the development of the marine inter-

nal boundary layer (2000a), the appliation of the TERPEM model (2000b)

(a ode that allows alulation of the response of eletromagneti radiation

to the refrativity environment produed by the meteorologial model) and

the e�ets of the initial onditions (2000). Results from this projet are

also presented in Atkinson et al. (2000) and Plant and Atkinson (2000d). In

the present report we o�er a summary of the �ndings of this projet. Sine

a summary of the Phase 1 �ndings is already available (Li and Atkinson,

1998) we onentrate here on the work of Phase 2.

The report also inludes an Appendix. This is inluded for referene

purposes and ontains a summary of mesosale model runs performed during

the projet.

2 Physial Issues

As stated in the Introdution, the main aim of the projet has been to inves-

tigate the extent to whih a mesosale meteorologial model an be used to

predit the propagation environment over a littoral area. The quality of the

predition available is onneted with many pratial and numerial issues

suh as the hoie of grid resolution, the initial onditions and the detailed

transfer of refrativity data to a radar propagation model. Questions of this
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sort are disussed in Se. 3. Here we summarize the physial desription of

the propagation environment that has been obtained in the ourse of the

projet. This provides an indiation of the physial e�ets that an and

annot be aptured using the mesosale{model approah.

The simulations have been divided into low- and high-wind ases, fol-

lowing the division of the observations made by Brooks et al. (1997). The

SHAREM-115 researh ights gathered data a ouple of hundred kilometres

or so downwind of the Saudi Arabian oastline, within a marine boundary

layer that was well-adjusted to sea-surfae onditions. Although there was

\onsiderable variability on a sale of 10 to 20 km" (Brooks et al., 1997), any

longer{range trends aross the observation region were found to be modest,

ertainly in omparison with the horizontal evolution of the MBL that might

be expeted within a hundred kilometres or so of the oastline. The short{

sale variations ould not be aptured by the mesosale model (Plant and

Atkinson, 2000a, p5). There may be numerial obstales to this due to the

limited vertial resolution and the strong horizontal smoothing in the model

(Li and Atkinson, 1998b, p17). However, the main reason for the failure to

simulate short{sale variations seems to be the absene of ertain physial

mehanisms from the modelling. Expliit resolution of entrainment at the

MBL top may be neessary. Inhomogeneities in the sea-surfae temperature

(SST) may also be an important fator. It has been shown that realisti

spatial variations of SST an fore short{sale, low-level variations in the

humidity (Plant and Atkinson, 2000).

By ontrast, the main properties of the mature MBL were fairly well

aptured by the model, provided that the initial onditions inluded some

information on the MBL (Plant and Atkinson, 2000). The de�nition of

an MBL height is somewhat ambiguous (Stull, 1988; Plant and Atkinson,

2000a, Appendix A) but mid-afternoon heights of around 100m in the low-

wind ase and of 300{400m in the high-wind ase were in good agreement

with observations (Brooks et al., 1997, 1999). The strong horizontal and

vertial gradients that mark out the marine internal boundary layer (MIBL)

were reasonably well reprodued (Plant and Atkinson, 2000, p14) and were

orretly predited to be stronger in the low-wind ase. Some aspets of

the long{range variations in the mature MBL ould also be distinguished

(Plant and Atkinson, 2000, p16). Duting properties, suh as the depth,

harater and trapping strength, were found to be in good agreement with

the observations (Plant and Atkinson, 2000b, p12).

Conditions immediately downwind of the oast ould not be ompared

with observations but the model preditions aorded with general expe-

tations from existing experimental and theoretial studies (Atkinson, 1981;

Simpson, 1984; Garratt, 1990, 1992). In partiular, a sea-breeze irulation

(SBC) developed, onsistent with the model resolution. It is important to

obtain a good representation of the SBC sine this has been found to have

some signi�ant e�ets on the distribution of refrativity within the lowest
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few hundred metres of the atmosphere. Some examples of this are:

� Uplift at the sea-breeze front (SBF) transports marine air upwards re-

sulting in an isolated moist region above the MIBL around the position

of the front (Plant and Atkinson, 1999, p9);

� Advetion of the SBF inland moves marine air landwards in the early

evening (Li and Atkinson, 1998b; Plant and Atkinson, 2000a, p22).

This smooths out the horizontal gradients between the land and sea

air masses and has important e�ets on the propagation around the

oast. Radar signal trapping is enhaned, signals sent from land to

sea being more easily aptured by the growing dut and signals sent

from sea to land being more strongly retained within the deaying dut

(Plant and Atkinson, 2000b, p21, p23);

� Onshore and near-stationary veloities in the SBC of the low-wind ase

perturb the humidity distribution in the MIBL (Plant and Atkinson,

2000a, p23; 2000, p17);

� In the high wind ase, the SBF lies several tens of kilometres out to sea.

The preise representation of the SBC is sensitive to numerial fators

but if the irulation is modelled as being strong enough to reverse the

synopti wind at low levels then the MIBL depth undergoes a hydrauli

jump just beyond the front. This ours beause air-mass adjustment

to sea-surfae onditions an our over a short distane within near-

stationary ows. This was explained by Plant and Atkinson (2000a)

using a generalization of the MIBL growth model of Garratt (1987);

Garratt and Ryan (1989). Although there is no orresponding jump in

the dut depth, there are manifest hanges to the refrativity di�erene

aross the dut at the SBF (Plant and Atkinson, 2000b);

� The depth of the trapping layer is redued through the ation of sub-

sidene in the tail of the SBC (Plant and Atkinson, 2000b, p18);

� At high altitudes, there is a dip in the isolines of refrativity at the

position of the SBF (Plant and Atkinson, 1999).

The shape of the potential temperature pro�le on�rms that the MIBL

formation in the model is driven by turbulent rather than radiative ooling

(Andr�e and Mahrt, 1981; Plant and Atkinson, 2000a, p10). It onsists of a

well-mixed layer near the surfae, overlain by an inversion, above whih one

�nds the deaying remnants of the overland onvetive boundary layer. At

short fethes, only a surfae{based inversion ours. As the feth inreases

the inversion deepens, reahing a onstant depth whih is maintained out

to long range. Further growth of the MIBL then ours through elevation

of the inversion as the mixed layer is developed. The MIBL pro�les are not
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suitable for power-law �ts (Plant and Atkinson, 2000a, p11), as have been

suggested elsewhere

1

(Mulhearn, 1981; Garratt and Ryan, 1989), but the

potential temperature ontours are found to be approximately parallel. This

is a fundamental assumption of Garratt and Ryan's (1989) MIBL growth

model (Plant and Atkinson, 2000a, p11) and it is interesting that it appears

to hold in the mesosale model results despite the perturbing e�ets on the

MIBL of the strong SBC.

Quite small details in the vertial pro�les of modi�ed refrativity an

have signi�ant e�ets on the propagation environment (Plant and Atkin-

son, 2000b), even to the extent of altering the dut lassi�ation (Burk

and Thompson, 1995). The low-wind ase exhibits a shallow simple sur-

fae dut throughout. The refrativity di�erene aross the mature dut is

large (� 80M -units), resulting in strong trapping over the full extent of the

dut. By ontrast, the dut in the high-wind ase is about three times as

deep, but with a refrativity di�erene about half as large, whih results in

less powerful trapping. Moreover, around 100 km from the oast there is a

transition from a simple, surfae{based dut in the evolving MIBL to an

S-shaped dut in the mature MBL. The base of the trapping layer in the

S-shaped dut lies about 200m above the sea surfae. This transition has a

signi�ant impat on the high-wind propagation environment sine trapping

within the two types of dut is very di�erent (Plant and Atkinson, 2000b).

This means that

� Trapping of signals sent through the growing MIBL beomes muh

stronger one the S-shape has developed;

� Movement of the S-shape dut further out to sea during the day has

notieable e�ets on the propagation environment, the vertial distri-

butions of signal strength within the dut being very sensitive to the

detailed evolution towards the S-shape;

� For signals sent from sea to land, disintegration of the region of trapped

signals is strongly related to the position of the transition.

Subtle inuenes on the propagation environment, suh as those related

to the dut{type transition, have been suessfully aptured by the mod-

elling. However, there are limits to the auray of the approah, sine

minor hanges to the refrativity �elds (well within the range of probable

errors in the predited �eld) an be important. For example, one annot

realistially predit the very �ne-sale utuations within a dut aused by

interferene of waveguide modes (Plant and Atkinson, 2000b, p11).

1

An alternative �t was proposed by Melas (1989, 1998) who onsidered an exponential

funtion of the dimensionless height variable z=h. This would also not be appropriate for

our model results although it would be an improvement over a power-law �t.
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3 Numerial and Pratial Issues

The numerial solution of a mesosale model requires disretization of spae

and time. Along with an imperfet knowledge of the initial onditions, this

may ompromise its preditive power. Some pratial issues arising from

suh onsiderations are summarized below.

3.1 Initial Conditions

Initial onditions for the model runs have been obtained from the SHAREM-

115 data (Brooks et al., 1997, 1999) and routine synopti soundings from

Kuwait International Airport (KIA) (KIA data, 1996). One the model

has spun-up, say by mid-afternoon, the overland onditions are found to

be insensitive to the initial onditions (Plant and Atkinson, 2000) pre-

sumably beause of the strong foring mehanism of the diurnal yle. By

ontrast, the important foring mehanism over the Gulf waters is muh

weaker, spei�ally the advetion of land air out to sea. Not surprisingly,

the response to this stimulus is sensitive to the initial spei�ation of the

atmosphere over the sea.

If the land{based soundings from KIA are used to provide the initial on-

ditions over the Gulf then the land/sea ontrasts are too weak, produing

a thermal internal boundary layer whih is too deep and bounded by ver-

tial gradients that are too weak (Plant and Atkinson, 2000, p13). Input

data on the early{morning low-level atmosphere over the Gulf are there-

fore highly valuable and their inorporation yields dramati improvements

to the preditions. Model spin-up also su�ers if good initial data over the

sea is not available (Plant and Atkinson, 1999, p6; 2000, p14) largely be-

ause time is required for evaporation to produe realisti amounts of water

vapour in the MBL (Plant and Atkinson, 2000, p13,15). Unfortunately, it

is preisely suh input data whih are diÆult to obtain on a routine basis

| the quality of low-level data from Brooks et al. (1997, 1999); Brooks and

Rogers (2000) will only rarely be available. Nonetheless, the results from

this projet emphasize that for aurate foreasting, all e�orts should be

made to inorporate as muh data as possible on the low-level atmosphere

over the sea.

The wind pro�les used in the modelling were highly idealized, being sim-

ple, smoothed omposites of the available data, and were used to introdue

the wind through the boundary onditions (Li and Atkinson, 1998b). Spe-

i�ation of the wind ould ertainly be improved within an approah based

on nested gridding, suh as those adopted by Lystad and Tjelta (1995); Burk

and Thompson (1995, 1997). If boundary onditions on the mesosale grid

were to be determined from the results of synopti foreasting on a oarser

grid more realisti wind pro�les (and distributions of the wind in the hor-

izontal) would be obtained. Suh a proedure is ommon in operational
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foreasting but was not onsidered in this projet.

3.2 Horizontal Resolution

The horizontal grid length used by the UK Meteorologial OÆe in oper-

ational foreasting of mesosale phenomena is typially about 15 km. Grid

lengths used in this projet have been onsiderably smaller, 3 or 6 km being

the usual hoies. However, �ner (Plant and Atkinson, 2000a) and oarser

grids (Plant and Atkinson, 1999) have also been investigated, with grid

lengths ranging from 1 to 15 km. Important features suh as the depth of

the mature MIBL and the position of the SBF appear to be little a�eted

by the hoie of grid length (Plant and Atkinson, 1999), although the model

spin-up is longer for a oarser grid. Thus, it may be possible to use oarse

grids for qualitative studies of the refrativity environment. However, the

use of a �ner grid has been found to onfer two important advantages. First,

the strong horizontal and vertial gradients bounding the MIBL are more

aurately aptured (Plant and Atkinson, 1999, p9). Seond, the model de-

sription of the SBC and its inland penetration are muh improved. This is

partiularly true in the high-wind ase where a grid length of 15 km smears

out the boundary between the sea and land air masses to suh an extent that

the SBC is barely notieable (Plant and Atkinson, 1999). A good represen-

tation of the SBC is important beause it an inuene duting properties

in several ways, as outlined in Se. 2.

When studying the propagation environment using the TERPEM ode

(TERPEM User Guide, 1998), the ability to examine the e�ets of horizon-

tal variations in the refrativity �eld is also limited by issues of horizontal

resolution. TERPEM allows for spei�ation of only ten di�erent pro�les of

refrativity and therefore (unless the overage region of interest is small)

some of the information produed in the mesosale{model simulations has

to be disarded. This makes it diÆult to obtain a good representation of

the strong horizontal gradients assoiated with the SBF and possible en-

hanements to the input resolution of TERPEM have been suggested for this

reason (Plant and Atkinson, 2000b). The errors assoiated with the transfer

of mesosale data to TERPEM an be redued with the aid of an automated

data{seletion sheme or through the intervention of a skilled user (Plant

and Atkinson, 2000b, p25). This an be valuable in some irumstanes

sine quite small errors in representing the horizontal refrativity hanges

an have notieable e�ets on the preditions for the propagation environ-

ment.

3.3 Vertial Resolution

Sine duts are shallow features, ertainly in omparison with the tropo-

spheri depth, and sine they are often bounded by strong vertial gradients,
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it is important to have adequate vertial resolution if duting harateristis

are to be aurately modelled. This point was evident in the study of Lystad

and Tjelta (1995) whih appeared to su�er somewhat from the use of only

14 vertial levels. For most of the runs in this projet, 33 levels were ho-

sen with spaings that inreased with altitude in order to ensure reasonable

resolution within the dut itself. There were about 10 levels overing the

mature MBL in the low-wind ase whih allowed for model desription of its

detailed vertial struture. Nonetheless, an inrease to 41 levels for some of

the runs did appear to be bene�ial. In partiular, an improved desription

of the SBC meant that the jump in the MIBL at the SBF in the high-wind

ase was unovered using this �ner resolution (Plant and Atkinson, 2000a).

The improvements may be related to the fat that the turbulene losure

sheme used in the model is sensitive to loal gradients (Golding, 1986).

Good vertial resolution is therefore neessary in order to realize an au-

rate representation of the important turbulene struture of the SBC (Arritt

and Physik, 1989).

The limited vertial resolution was also an issue when passing data from

the mesosale model to TERPEM. The TERPEM ode needs to make some as-

sumption about the evolution of refrativity in between the mesosale ver-

tial grid points. The hoie made an have a notieable impat on its

preditions of the propagation environment (Plant and Atkinson, 2000b).

In pratie, linear interpolation is hosen, whih would appear to be a rea-

sonable default method, but this may not be suitable for desribing the

pro�le lose to the top of the MIBL. Alternative hoies ould be imposed

by post-proessing the mesosale model output.

3.4 Some Misellaneous Issues

� In some ases, mesosale model runs were found to rash owing to the

use of a timestep that led to numerial instabilities (see p7 of Plant and

Atkinson, 2000a for example). Whenever an aeptable timestep was

spei�ed, however, there was very little indiation of any dependene

of the model results on the value hosen.

� The horizontal domain size was hosen to over the entral portion

of the Persian Gulf. It was extended westwards and northwards from

the SHAREM-115 observation area in order to permit modelling of

the onditions in the air upstream that would later be adveted into

the observation area. It was also important for aurate preditions

that the thermally{indued irulations were ontained within the do-

main. The grid used by Li and Atkinson (1998b) overed an area

of 600 � 360 km

2

. In some of the �ne-resolution runs performed for

Phase 2 of the projet, the grid was ut down to 300� 120 km

2

. This

was onvenient in order to produe pratial model run times. The re-
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dued size was determined from various numerial experiments (Plant

and Atkinson, 2000a, p7). Sine it only just enloses the SBC it is

onsidered to be lose to the minimum reasonable size. It is safer to

work with a larger grid and this should be preferred for runs with grid

lengths of 6 km or more.

� Horizontal di�usion is inluded in the mesosale model as a mehanism

for numerial smoothing (Ballard and Golding, 1991). This may have

a�eted the ability of the model to apture strong horizontal gradients

and short-sale variations in the MIBL (Plant and Atkinson, 2000).

� The boundary onditions at the downwind lateral limit of the model

domain seemed to ause some problems, with deviations to the isolines

of various variables ourring just before the eastern boundary. These

deviations were assoiated with strong vertial veloities

2

. This is not

exatly an unusual problem to �nd at the boundaries of this model, as

noted by Ballard (1989, p12). Fortunately there was little indiation

that the numerial e�ets seen lose to this boundary had any impat

on the results obtained over the rest of the model domain.

� The TERPEM model features a number of numerial tehniques whih

are designed to speed-up its omputations over parts of the modelled

domain where onditions are favourable (Levy, 1989, 1995; TERPEM

User Guide, 1998). The ode an also be run with the simplifying

tehniques disabled in whih ase the full split-step Fourier transform

method (Dokery, 1988) is applied throughout. Results obtained with

and without the simplifying methods were found to be in exellent

agreement, indiating that the quality of the results is not ompro-

mised by these tehniques.

4 Conlusions, and Suggestions for Future Progress

At high frequenies, the range of propagation of radar signals is largely on-

trolled by atmospheri absorption (Bogush Jr, 1989). However, this is a

minor e�et for many radar appliations and is usually negleted for fre-

quenies below � 1GHz. At the lower frequenies, many other mehanisms

of signal loss in propagation may have to be taken into aount (Hall, 1979)

suh as the free-spae transmission loss, the presene of loalized satter-

ing entres or turbulent utuations of refrativity (Battan, 1973; Gossard,

1983), multipath fading and di�ration around terrain features. Moreover,

2

Suh behaviour an be seen on many of the ross-setions produed in the projet

reports. Good examples would be Figs. 14a, 15a and 16a of Li and Atkinson (1998b). For

examples of the strong, arti�ial vertial veloities that an be generated see Figs. 3a and

9b in the same report.
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refration is aused by spatial variations of the atmospheri refrative index.

Under most atmospheri onditions, radar signals are refrated away from

the surfae of the earth (Turton et al., 1988). However, situations an our

in whih the vertial gradient of the refrative index is suÆiently large and

negative that signals are refrated downwards, at least within some range of

heights. Radar energy an then beome trapped within a region of strong

negative gradient, a phenomenon known as duting.

Radar duting is a long-established and well-doumented phenomenon

(Skolink, 1980) that an dramatially a�et propagation. Although the

range an be greatly extended within the dut, the signal strength outside

of the dut may be signi�antly redued, produing \holes" in the radar

overage. The weather onditions that an lead to duting are well-known

and our quite frequently over the Persian Gulf (Hall, 1979; Cole, 1985;

Abdul-Jauwad et al., 1991). Propagation within a uniform dut is also

well-understood, based on waveguide theory (Budden, 1961). However, im-

portant details of the propagation environment under duting onditions are

hard to predit, being sensitive to small hanges in refrativity. Propagation

within littoral environments presents a partiularly diÆult problem sine

the meteorologial onditions an vary quite signi�antly over both spae

and time. It is not unommon for preditions to be based on soundings

taken at 12 hourly intervals, assuming horizontal homogeneity aross dis-

tanes of � 100 km (Rogers, 1995). Suh an approah is sarely adequate

for aurate predition in littoral regions.

Good predition requires detailed knowledge of the refrativity �eld and

its variations over spae and time. It is also neessary to be able to alu-

late the propagation within a non-uniform �eld. Simple waveguide theory

breaks down if onditions are non-uniform in the horizontal, but in reent

years numerial models have been developed whih diretly solve a paraboli

approximation to the eletromagneti wave equation (Dokery, 1988; Craig,

1988; TERPEM User Guide, 1998). Suh models have been operationally

suessful to the extent that they are now standard when assessing the ef-

fets of meteorologial onditions on naval radar appliations (Dokery and

Goldhirsh, 1995). In this projet, the TERPEM model has been used (TER-

PEM User Guide, 1998).

With good propagation models now being available, the immediate issue

is the spei�ation of the refrativity �eld. This view was reently stressed

by Christophe et al. (1995) who argued that obtaining meteorologial pro�les

is urrently a more important task than assessing them in the propagation

models. Observational data tends to be both infrequent and widely-spaed,

partiularly over the sea. Work is ontinuing in order to asertain aeptable

spae and time separations in reorded data that are required for useful

predition (see, for example, Dokery and Goldhirsh (1995); Rogers (1995);

Brooks et al. (1999)). However, it seems unlikely that the 5 dB auray

desired (Dokery and Goldhirsh, 1995; Goldhirsh and Dokery, 1998; Brooks
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et al., 1999) ould be ahieved on a routine basis without major expansions

of routine observational programmes. An attrative alternative is the use of

a mesosale model. Using the standard semi-empirial formula of Bean et al.

(1970) one an translate from meteorologial variables into refrativity whih

an therefore be studied at arbitrary times and plaes. Even if the available

data are sparse, the model results ould at least be regarded as o�ering an

interpolation between data, allowing one to take aount of spae and time

variations in a reasonably realisti way.

The studies reported by Lystad and Tjelta (1995) and by Burk and

Thompson (1995, 1997) demonstrated the feasibility of prediting the re-

frativity �eld under duting onditions using a mesosale model. The

models used were the Norwegian Met. OÆe model and the US Navy's NO-

RAPS model (Navy Operational Regional Atmospheri Predition System)

respetively. Operational foreasting of propagation environments is now

performed routinely by the UK Met. OÆe and by the US Navy. The op-

erational model used over the Middle East (a domain extending from Italy

to Afghanistan and from the Caspian Sea to the south of Arabia) by the

UK Met. OÆe is hydrostati with a horizontal grid length of about 17 km

and 31 vertial levels (14 in the lowest 2 km). It is initialised by interpola-

tion from a Global Model that has a horizontal grid length of 60 km. The

US Navy now uses the COAMPS (Coupled Oean/Atmosphere Mesosale

Predition System) system (Hodur, 1997) in whih a non-hydrostati atmo-

spheri model is oupled to an oean model. The level of resolution available

in operational refrativity foreasting using COAMPS is not known. How-

ever, we note that in an example surfae{wind foreasting run presented by

Hodur (1997, p1420) the horizontal grid length was 5 km and there were 30

vertial levels (11 in the lowest 2 km).

This projet has attempted to improve the understanding of littoral

propagation environments. A ruial advantage enjoyed by this study has

been the availability of a high-resolution, high-quality data set taken over

the Persian Gulf in onditions of strong duting (Brooks et al., 1997, 1999;

Brooks and Rogers, 2000). By ontrast, the studies of Lystad and Tjelta

(1995) and Burk and Thompson (1995, 1997) had aess to verifying data

from only a few isolated, oastal points within the modelled domain. There-

fore, the results of this study provide a muh learer indiation of the ability

of mesosale models to predit dut harateristis and their horizontal vari-

ability. Moreover, and importantly for the study of duts, the simulations

performed in this projet have had onsiderably �ner vertial resolution in

the lowest 2 km (either 22 or 33 levels).

The model used was the UK Met. OÆe's non-hydrostati mesosale

model (Ballard and Golding, 1991). Although the use of a hydrostati model

would have been reasonable on the horizontal sales onsidered here (Martin

and Pielke, 1983), the inlusion of non-hydrostati e�ets in the model is

reassuring. Aording to Yang (1991), suh e�ets redue the intensity of a
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strong SBC by opposing the hydrostati pressure gradient. As desribed in

Se. 2 above, the strong SBC found in the simulations has important e�ets

on the propagation environment and one would not want these to have been

distorted by any exaggeration of the SBC.

Results from the projet have been summarized in Se. 2 above and

further details an be found in the projet reports. We believe that the

results support the following general onlusions about the modelling of

propagation environments using a mesosale model.

1. The modelling of refrativity environments has been shown to be fea-

sible using the non-hydrostati model of the UK Met. OÆe (Ballard

and Golding, 1991). This is in addition to other models that have

been used in this ontext, as desribed above. At present, the limited

number of studies reported does not enable one to make judgements

the relative performane of the models.

2. Genuinely useful preditions of the propagation environment an be

obtained when mesosale model results for the refrativity environ-

ment are used as input to paraboli{equation models.

3. The evolution of a radar dut has been shown within the growing

internal boundary layer. Changes in duting onditions over time an

also be aptured by the model. This on�rms the �ndings of Lystad

and Tjelta (1995); Burk and Thompson (1995, 1997).

4. The availability of high-quality verifying data has provided a good

indiation of the level of agreement that might be expeted between

simulation and observation.

5. The model was orretly able to apture the e�ets of wind speed on

the properties of an advetion dut.

6. The model was not able to apture short-sale horizontal variations

within the inversion. It has been shown that these variations, desribed

by Brooks et al. (1997), may be related to inhomogeneities of SST.

7. A transition from a simple surfae dut to an S-shaped dut an our

in an evolving MIBL. Although the transition arises from a subtle

hange in terms of the meteorologial variables, it was nonetheless

aptured in the modelling. This has important e�ets on propagation.

8. The propagation environment is inuened in a number of respets

(Se. 2) by the development of a SBC.

9. The model was able to produe deent results from very rude initial

onditions. Reasonable, qualitative results indiating dut formation

were obtained using only a single overland sounding, taken several
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hundreds of kilometres upwind of the model domain. Although im-

proved initial onditions are required for good foreasting, the predi-

tive power of the mesosale model has learly been shown.

10. The refrativity environment over the sea is sensitive to the initial

spei�ation of the marine atmosphere in the lowest kilometre or so.

The information routinely available on the near-surfae marine atmo-

sphere is often quite poor, ertainly ompared to the wealth of data

olleted on the overland atmosphere. Initialization of the mesosale

model from a global model may not neessarily yield very signi�ant

improvements in this regard. For example, the global model used by

the UK Met. OÆe, and referred to earlier, has a horizontal grid length

of 60 km and therefore would over the Persian Gulf with only 5 or 6

grid lengths. Results from this projet stress the need to assimilate as

muh data as possible on the low-lying marine atmosphere.

11. The depth of an advetion dut is no more than a few hundred metres.

Moreover, as has been expliitly illustrated in this study (Plant and

Atkinson, 2000b), the detailed vertial struture of refrativity within

the dut an signi�antly a�et radar propagation. Thus, for aurate

predition the vertial resolution used in a mesosale model at low

altitudes must be high. The results obtained in this study bene�ted

from higher resolutions than are ommonly used in mesosale studies.

12. Important features of the duting environment, suh as the depth of

the MIBL, were not sensitive to the horizontal grid length. However, a

oarse grid length does not provide a good representation of the SBC.

13. In a question and answer session at an AGARD onferene, following

the presentation of Lystad and Tjelta (1995), a question was asked

about how mesosale modelling of duting environments might be ad-

vaned

3

. Lystad and Tjelta suggested better parameterizations of the

ative surfae layer, an inrease in the number of low-lying model lev-

els, better topographi information and an inrease of available data.

S. D. Burk also responded to the question and ommented that the

weakest aspet of the modelling was the spei�ation of the initial

moisture �elds. The evidene from this projet baks-up several of

those points quite strongly. In partiular, the bene�ts of inreased

vertial resolution and improved initial onditions have been learly

seen.

In the light of this projet, some suggestions for possible future inves-

tigation are o�ered below. While suh work ould be onduted using the

3

This is reported in the onferene proeedings immediately after Lystad and Tjelta's

paper.
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same mesosale model, improvements to the modelling ould emerge from

the use of the non-hydrostati form of the Uni�ed Model.

1. There are some indiations that the TERPEM propagation model may

not have been primarily designed to operate using high-resolution in-

put data from a mesosale model. Improvements to the modelling

apability might be made by investigating the interfae between the

models, onsidering, for example, issues of horizontal and vertial in-

terpolation. The work reported by Plant and Atkinson (2000b) would

be a useful starting point for suh studies.

2. The transition from a simple surfae to an S-shaped dut merits further

study. Although the ourene of suh a transition is realisti, and the

apture of a transition by a mesosale model is enouraging, it is not

lear whether the transition was aptured aurately. If any suitable

observational studies ould be found, it would be very interesting to

examine whether or not one ould reliably model the loations of suh

transitions.

3. A systemati study of the e�ets of vertial resolution (similar to the

analysis of Plant and Atkinson (1999) for the horizontal resolution)

would be valuable in order to establish the optimum low-level grid

separation.

4. Problems aused by the downwind lateral boundary onditions were

desribed in Se. 3.4. These may merit further attention.

5. Good representation of strong gradients in the mesosale model is

important for truly aurate predition of duting. There are a number

of numerial issues that are important in this regard (examples are the

smoothing due to horizontal di�usion and the numerial dispersion

that is impliit in a �nite{di�erene sheme).

6. This projet has shown that it is possible to produe mesosale sim-

ulations that agree well with observational data in many important

respets. Now that this has been established, it beomes reasonable

to study duting environments more generally. The model ould be

used to try to improve our understanding of advetion duting by ex-

amining the sensitivity of the results to variations in the prevailing

physial onditions

4

. As examples, it might be interesting to onsider

4

There may also be value in studying some arti�ial parameter variations. For example,

the MIBL development is sensitive to the buoyany parameter g��=� (Garratt, 1990), and

so ompeting MIBL models ould be ompared by varying this parameter. The variations

ould be imposed by hanging the SST or the overland onditions, but they ould also be

implemented through purely arti�ial hanges to the solar onstant (altering ��) or even

to g.
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the e�ets of varying the surfae roughness length, the wind speed or

diretion, or the amplitude of the overland diurnal yle (in terms of

the albedo of the land surfae, the time of year or the loation of the

model domain).
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A Summary of Model Runs

A large number of mesosale model runs were performed in the early stages

of Phase 1 of this projet in order to investigate properties of the mesosale

model and to study some idealized on�gurations for the littoral environ-

ment. Suh runs were desribed by Li and Atkinson (1997b, 1998a) and

were valuable in understanding the treatment of littoral phenomena by the

mesosale model. The �rst attempts at spei� modelling of the refrativity

environment within the Persian Gulf on the oasions of the SHAREM-115

ights were reported by Li and Atkinson (1998b). For Phase 2 of the projet

a number of model runs have been performed whih are broadly similar to

those of Li and Atkinson (1998b), but with some di�erenes introdued in

order to study the e�ets of numerial resolution, initial onditions et. For

referene purposes it may be useful to have a brief summary of the runs that

have been performed in order to study onditions in the Persian Gulf. Suh

a summary is provided below.

Desription: Original low wind run

Referenes: Li and Atkinson (1998b); Plant and Atkinson (2000)

Notes: First attempt | set 1 initial onditions.

Resolution: �x=6km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: Original high wind run

Referenes: Li and Atkinson (1998b); Plant and Atkinson (2000)

Notes: First attempt | set 1 initial onditions.

Resolution: �x=6km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: Low wind run at �x=3km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (1999, 2000a)

Notes: Test of sensitivity to �x

Resolution: �x=3km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: High wind run at �x=3km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (1999)

Notes: Test of sensitivity to �x

Resolution: �x=3km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: Low wind run at �x=6km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (1999, 2000b)

Notes: Initial onditions slightly altered from original run.

Used in TERPEM studies.

Resolution: �x=6km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.
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Desription: High wind run at �x=6km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (1999, 2000b)

Notes: Initial onditions slightly altered from original run.

Used in TERPEM studies.

Resolution: �x=6km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: Low wind run at �x=9km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (1999)

Notes: Test of sensitivity to �x

Resolution: �x=9km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: High wind run at �x=9km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (1999)

Notes: Test of sensitivity to �x

Resolution: �x=9km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: Low wind run at �x=12 km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (1999)

Notes: Test of sensitivity to �x

Resolution: �x=12 km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: High wind run at �x=12 km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (1999)

Notes: Test of sensitivity to �x

Resolution: �x=12 km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: Low wind run at �x=15 km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (1999)

Notes: Test of sensitivity to �x

Resolution: �x=15 km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: High wind run at �x=15 km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (1999)

Notes: Test of sensitivity to �x

Resolution: �x=15 km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: Low wind run at �x=1km

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (2000a)

Notes: Searh for small{sale horizontal variations.

Resolution: �x=1km; 41 vertial levels; �t=15 s.
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Desription: High wind run on redued grid

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (2000a,b)

Notes: Used to study MIBL growth. Also used to study seletion

of horizontal pro�les for TERPEM.

Resolution: �x=3km; 41 vertial levels; �t=15 s.

Desription: Low wind run using KIA data

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (2000)

Notes: Set 2 initial onditions.

Resolution: �x=6km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: High wind run using KIA data

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (2000)

Notes: Set 2 initial onditions.

Resolution: �x=6km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: Low wind run using data from KIA and the

SHAREM-115 ights

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (2000)

Notes: Set 3 initial onditions.

Resolution: �x=6km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: High wind run using data from KIA and the

SHAREM-115 ights

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (2000)

Notes: Set 3 initial onditions.

Resolution: �x=6km; 33 vertial levels; �t=20 s.

Desription: Low wind run with spatially{varying SST

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (2000)

Notes: Set 4 initial onditions.

Resolution: �x=3km; 41 vertial levels; �t=15 s.

Desription: High wind run with spatially{varying SST

Referenes: Plant and Atkinson (2000)

Notes: Set 4 initial onditions.

Resolution: �x=3km; 41 vertial levels; �t=15 s.
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